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NoSystem images / Getty Images Investing in the stock market is one of the best ways to build and preserve wealth over the long term. Average 10-year stock market returns for the last 140 years have been 9.2%. That figure is way higher than the average return of a savings account in the United States. New investors have several ways
to invest in the stock market. While there are plenty of stock market guides for “dummies,” this is the best online stock trading guide for beginners, providing you with the terms, strategies and other information needed to get started as a stock trader. Find Out: Do You Invest Like These Millionaire Stars? What Is Stock Trading? One of the
most popular ways to invest in public markets is to trade stocks. Stocks are an investment that represents an ownership stake in a publicly traded company. When you buy a share of a company’s stock, you are purchasing a percentage of the company. The stock market operates much like a public auction house. Investors buy and sell
shares of a company’s stock by negotiating prices on an exchange. Ideally, you buy a stock that you expect will go higher, and you sell when you believe the stock will head lower. Learn More: 4 Investing Lessons the Pandemic Has Taught Us  Types of Stock Trading Stock trading is not a one-size-fits-all activity. Check out this guide on
stock trading for some common strategies: Active trading: This is an investing strategy in which an individual buys and sells stocks in a more short-term way. Active traders might place 10 trades or more in a given month and attempt to time the market by buying and selling to earn profits. Passive investing: This is a long-term strategy of
buying and holding stocks for months or years. Passive investors typically invest in index funds that track the performance of an index like the S&P 500 or the Dow Jones Industrial Average. Day trading: This is the strategy of actively buying, selling and flipping stocks over a very short period — even within the same trading session. Day
trading is considered risky and is not recommended in stock trading for beginners. How To Start Trading Stocks Here’s a look at a few simple steps you’ll need to follow to get started trading stocks. 1. Open an Investing Account You can sign up with a broker who will purchase shares and make recommendations in exchange for
commissions. Or you can do online stock trading yourself by applying for an account with a discount brokerage. First-time investors can also choose from a variety of mobile apps that can save time and money when trading. For example, Robinhood is a digital application that allows users to buy stocks without commission costs. 2. Set a
Budget for Stock Trading No stock market trading guide is complete without the reminder that every type of investment has a degree of risk. Stocks are the riskiest, and the risk increases with the potential return. Set limits for yourself so you’re not tempted to spend money earmarked for other expenses. Even better, add an investment
category to your budget. Then you can invest freely. 3. Learn the Different Types of Orders and Start Trading When you’re ready to buy stock, you place an order through the trading platform or brokerage. The order gives specific instructions for when to buy or sell a particular stock. There are two main types of orders: Market order: An
order to buy or sell stock at the current market’s best available price. Investors place market orders when they want to buy or sell a stock immediately. Limit order: Places restrictions on when to buy or sell stock. You specify the most you’re willing to pay for a stock or the least you’re willing to accept when selling stock. Individual brokers
may have additional order types. Ask your broker about their specific policies for investing in the stock market. Investing for Beginners: What First-Time Investors Need To Know 4. Measure Your Returns Against the Right Benchmark Market benchmarks are indexes that represent the market. Investors use them to evaluate the
performance of their portfolios. When using a benchmark, make sure its asset allocation matches your account. For example, don’t use the S&P 500 as a benchmark for real estate investment trust stock. You won’t get an accurate comparison. The S&P 500 tracks the performance of large-cap U.S. stocks — not real estate. 5. Invest for
the Long Term In most cases, investors who use a long-term approach are more successful than those who try to time the market. Stock markets can fluctuate dramatically over short periods of time as they react to what’s going on in the headlines. Invest Now: 26 Smartest Ways To Invest Your Money During the Pandemic Smart
Strategies for Stock Trading Many strategies for trading stocks are available in beginner’s guides. It’s important to start with a few basics. Pay Off Your Debt First Before you start investing in the stock market, consider paying off debt or establishing a portfolio that will provide you with a return that’s higher than your interest payments.
Investing is as much about opportunity costs as it is profits. Don’t Borrow To Buy If you can’t afford to buy a stock outright, don’t buy it. And you should only trade stocks with money that you can afford to lose. This is one of the most basic stock trading guidelines. Build Gradually As you earn more money, you can purchase more shares
and use different strategies to build your position. For example, you can use dollar-cost averaging. Buying a fixed amount of the same stock each month averages out the price and reduces risk. Always Have Cash on Hand Never invest all of your money in the stock market. It’s essential to have cash available in an emergency fund, for
example, and you might keep some aside for discretionary spending. If the market pulls back, a price dip might present a terrific buying opportunity to buy a stock you want to own. Use Fundamental and Technical Analysis To understand the value of a company and a stock’s upside or downside, consider learning about the following forms
of stock analysis: Fundamental analysis: The process of evaluating a company’s financial health by examining the underlying economic and financial factors impacting a firm. You can determine the perceived value of the stock and decide if it’s undervalued. Technical analysis: The evaluation of a stock’s price trends and patterns on a
historical chart. Technical analysts believe that past trading activity and movement in prices can determine future moves in a stock price. Get Help From Experts Take the time to research the expertise of anyone offering investment advice. In addition to this stock market investment guide, there’s plenty of information available online and
on stock market guide apps. Something New: 13 Investing Rules You Should Break During the Pandemic FAQ on Stock Trading Here are some frequently asked questions — and answers — beginners have about investing in stocks and stock trading. Which Stock Trading Site Is Best for Beginners? The best online stock brokerages for
beginner traders include Charles Schwab, TD Ameritrade, Merrill Edge, E-Trade and Fidelity. These companies offer easy-to-use platforms and provide plenty of advice about how to invest. What Is a Good Trading Strategy? The best trading strategy is the one the helps you reach your financial goals. This is why it’s helpful to work with a
financial advisor. They can guide you through goal setting and explain your options. What Is the 3-Day Rule in Stock Trading? The three-day settlement rule is a rule issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission. It says trades must be completed within three days. What’s the Difference Between Stock Trading and Investing? Stock
trading is buying and selling shares of stock. Investing refers to a long-term approach of buying stocks and holding on to them until they increase in value. Refer to this stock market beginner’s guide as you start investing, but don’t let all the great advice take the place of a financial advisor. This is your money at stake. Always double-check
with an expert before making any substantial money moves. More From GOBankingRates Last updated: May 14, 2021 If the Reddit saga involving the forum r/WallStreetBets has taught us anything, it’s that a group of retail investors on the same side of the trade can be a powerful (and profitable) force. Powerful enough to gut check some
of Wall Street’s most influential hedge funds. Because of the euphoria, there’s a temptation to join in. However, newcomers should really focus on stocks for beginners.Now, don’t get me wrong — I’m not here to tell you what to do with your money. Certainly, an argument exists for speculation. While the best investing roadmap involves
tried-and-true strategies, sometimes, you want to try to bake in some luck. Throw a few dollars into potentially viable startups and eventually, you may hit pay dirt. But that’s not a core strategy for stocks for beginners.Instead, if one of the Reddit plays has got you thinking about investing in general, at least the craziness was good for
something! While I’m not sure how long the boom will last, eventually, these euphoric rallies crumble. Regarding stocks for beginners, your main purpose is to find compelling opportunities that will either provide stable growth or are undervalued relative to their company or industry fundamentals.InvestorPlace - Stock Market News, Stock
Advice & Trading TipsAs well, we’re entering a new era under the administration of President Joe Biden. Of course, I’m not naïve to assume that every American is happy about it. But the important point here is that Biden, with Democrats controlling Congress, will push policies that overtly benefit certain sectors, such as clean energy and
electric vehicles. And there are plenty of stocks for beginners in these arenas. 7 Stocks Under $20 to Buy Now Also, there might be some upside regarding the novel coronavirus pandemic. As I write this, Covid-19 infections are sharply declining, which is a huge positive. However, I don’t think it’s unreasonable to assume that such a
shock health and economic crisis will impose a lingering effect. Ultimately, you have many areas to explore regarding stocks for beginners:Apple (NASDAQ:AAPL)American Well (NYSE:AMWL)Livent (NYSE:LTHM)Brookfield Renewable Partners (NYSE:BEP)CVS Health (NYSE:CVS)Ford (NYSE:F)AT&T (NYSE:T)Ocean Power
Technologies (NASDAQ:OPTT)Before we dive in, I kept with one exception the unit price under $100. Although fractional share ownership is becoming popular among online brokerages, it’s not a standard feature. Since we’re talking about stocks for beginners, I deliberately crafted a list of accessible names.Stocks to Buy for Beginners:
Apple (AAPL)An Apple (AAPL) MacBook Air laptop sitting under bright purple lights.Source: WeDesing / Shutterstock.comWe’re going to start with the exception among this list of stocks for beginners and that is consumer electronics giant Apple. Previously, I wondered about how sustainable AAPL stock would be with Steve Jobs
tragically out of the picture. It was really his vision and his outside-the-box thinking that catapulted Apple to where it is today.Further, I worried about the increasing competition. With the smartphone market being saturated, it didn’t seem that there was enough distinction for the company moving forward. But I was wrong.Frankly, I’m still
not sure if Apple products are really all that much better to justify their price tag relative to rival offerings. Nevertheless, you have the power of Apple’s brand, which truly resonates with the consumer. In addition, the Apple ecosystem is intuitive and convenient, both from a personal and professional standpoint.And that has kept consumers
buying more — even during this once-in-a-century pandemic. That bodes well for AAPL stock as a core holding for newcomers’ portfolios.American Well (AMWL)The logo for American Well (AMWL) displayed on a smartphone screen. The smartphone rests on top of a keyboard.Source: Stephanie L Sanchez / Shutterstock.comWhen the
coronavirus pandemic first roiled our nation, the last thing that Americans had on their mind was visiting the doctor’s office. With a mysterious virus rippling throughout the globe, seeking medical treatment was a hazardous activity and not worth the risk — unless of course the situation was life-threatening.However, you can’t ignore
medical advice indefinitely, which is what caused Teladoc Health (NYSE:TDOC) to skyrocket throughout 2020. A leading investment in the telehealth industry, TDOC is extremely relevant today. However, it’s not what I would call the most accessible among stocks for beginners. That’s why you may wish to consider American Well.At a
time of writing price under $40, AMWL stock better fits the newcomer’s portfolio. You can buy shares of this and other viable names, giving you greater diversity. But what I really like about American Well is its contrarian pertinence.True, declining Covid-19 cases don’t necessarily do AMWL stock any favors. However, as research
published by the Centre for Economic Policy Research indicates, the 1918 influenza outbreak “had long-lasting social consequences leading to a decline in social trust.” 7 Hot Robinhood and Reddit Stocks That Are Likely to See Price Action Soon This fairly sums up what we should expect in the next few years, creating an intriguing setup
for AMWL.Livent (LTHM)Detail of chemical plant, silos and pipesSource: ShutterstockOver the next several decades, the U.S. and other nations will push for net-zero-emissions policies. Logically, this means that we’ll see more electric vehicles hitting the road, while simultaneously witnessing a phasing out of the internal combustion
engine. However, I believe the mistake is to assume that the EV revolution will happen overnight. Therefore, we’re seeing some EV manufacturers sporting some crazy valuations.Yes, I get the argument that many EV companies like Tesla (NASDAQ:TSLA) are aspirational. Therefore, standard analyses may not apply. Setting that aside,
it’s hard to ignore that EV shares look frothy. To better avoid holding the bag while still getting exposure to this market, you may want to consider Livent as one of the stocks for beginners.With LTHM stock, you don’t have to figure out which EV brand will outshine its rivals. Instead, you’re going with an organization that feeds the core
lithium commodity to these manufacturers. Look at it this way: you’re selling tickets to the game instead of gambling which team will win.Better yet, LTHM stock is tied to many other relevant markets — such as aerospace, polymers and pharmaceuticals — giving you broad exposure and thus a measure of reliability.Brookfield Renewable
Partners (BEP)The Brookfield Renewable Partners (BEP) logo is displayed on a smartphone screen in front of a digital American flag background.Source: IgorGolovniov / Shutterstock.comAs one of the world’s largest publicly traded renewable power platforms, Brookfield Renewable Partners was already an important component of the
broader push for clean energy. However, the heightened political state of 2020 made the case for BEP stock all the more pertinent.There’s some truth to the concept that regular folks shouldn’t get too emotional about what’s happening in Washington. For the most part, whether Democrat or Republican, the drama appears the same old
manufactured dog-and-pony act.Nevertheless, elections do have consequences, and this is perhaps no more evident than in the environmental realm. As the Washington Post reported, President Trump stripped protections from Alaska’s Tongass National Forest, an ecologically significant region. I can’t imagine that had Biden been
president during that time, such a move would have occurred. 7 SaaS Stocks to Buy Today for the Smartphone Generation Thus, BEP stock may have a viable upside pathway, at least for the next four years (although we’ll see how the Democrats fare in the upcoming midterm election). Even if a power struggle occurs, both conservatives
and liberals should agree on clean energy in terms of independence from foreign markets.CVS Health (CVS)A CVS (CVS) pharmacy counter at a drugstore in Revere, Massachusetts.Source: QualityHD / Shutterstock.comFrom the get-go, I’m going to warn you that CVS Health is a forward-looking contrarian play baking in some
assumptions about society and the economy. Therefore, it’s not the safest idea among stocks for beginners. But if you don’t mind the threat of volatility and have a patient outlook, CVS stock could work for you.Economically, I believe analysts are being more optimistic than what the data justifies. For instance, we hear the weekly ups and
downs of new jobless claims. But the overriding narrative is that since late August/early September of last year, these initial claims have stabilized around the 800,000 mark.That’s utterly terrible when you consider that these figures are worse than the Great Recession peak — and have been occurring weekly. Not only that, check out the
personal saving rate in December, which ticked up to 13.7% from 12.9% in November. Clearly, consumers were not feeling the holiday spirit in terms of gift purchases.In my view, this suggests that we’ll see less medical visits, and an increase in self-care purchases. Cynically, this bodes well for CVS stock.Ford (F)Ford (F) logo on a
steering wheel.Source: Proxima Studio / Shutterstock.comPreviously, I mentioned that lithium providers offer a more reasonable risk-reward profile toward the EV market. Because it’s such a new concept that requires a broader infrastructural buildout among other challenges, going all-in on one particular EV company isn’t the most
prudent choice. And I’m not about to suggest that Ford is an exception. However, regarding EV stocks for beginners, this is one to consider for a balanced portfolio.Here’s the deal with EVs — they’re awfully expensive, especially when you take out the tax incentives which won’t be there indefinitely. For instance, the median household
income in the U.S. is just under $69,000. When you take into account taxes, the net amount makes buying a Tesla Model 3 — the cheapest car in its lineup — a questionable proposition.That’s why I think combustion cars will be around for a while. With their superior economies of scale, Ford can deliver reasonably priced cars and SUVS
for the masses. This alone is a catalyst for F stock. 7 Stocks Under $20 to Buy Now As well, you have the Ford Mustang Mach-E. While it peeved Mustang enthusiasts, the Mach-E is an able competitor in the EV arena. Watch F stock carefully because this might be one of the most underappreciated automotive investments.AT&T
(T)Image of AT&T (T) logo on a gray storefrontSource: Jonathan Weiss/ShutterstockAlthough AT&T fundamentally benefits from the widescale 5G rollout, many investors have taken a dim view on T stock. Relevance isn’t enough to overcome some ugly fundamentals, primarily the underlying company’s massive debt load. Thanks to the
cord-cutting phenomenon and some very unfortunately timed acquisitions, AT&T on paper does not look appetizing.Even its generous dividend yield is not a cause for celebration. Indeed, many analysts warn that such a high payout indicates instability. In other words, AT&T has to do something to earn your investment dollars. A high yield
just might lure some naïve people in.I could be one of those naïve people. Time will tell. However, at these prices, T stock is certainly intriguing because it doesn’t seem to reflect the potential of its HBO Max streaming service. The reality is that HBO has a history of delivering compelling content, which should draw in consumers.Further,
most Americans are afraid to go to the movie theater for the first six months of this year. Therefore, people will have to rely on streaming services for the big Hollywood hits. More so than other streaming companies, this benefits AT&T in my opinion, making it a risky but intriguing name among stocks for beginners.Ocean Power
Technologies (OPTT)a light buoy in the middle of the ocean. stocks under $10Source: ShutterstockIf you really want to get crazy with your stocks for beginners, Ocean Power Technologies is it. On a year-to-date basis, OPTT stock is up nearly 82%. I mention this because a possibility exists that shares could tumble having gone up so
much in a short period of time.Then again, we’ve seen some gravity defying investments, including some publicly traded companies with incredibly flawed fundamentals. So if those organizations can fly, I like my chances with Ocean Power Technologies.As you might infer from its name, Ocean Power specializes in wave energy,
essentially harnessing the movements of the ocean to generate clean, renewable energy. Primarily, the advantage is that OPTT stock is levered toward an always-on source, unlike solar and wind which are intermittent.Second but just as importantly, wave energy platforms are out of sight and out of mind. While the technological
improvements in wind and solar are exciting, they’re either eyesores or require much real estate. Plus, with wind, you have the ecological impact of the propellers killing birds and other flying animal species. 7 Dividend Stocks Yielding Over 5% Again, OPTT is risky so you should only play with a small amount of funds earmarked for
speculation. But for a beginner, I think this is speculation worth taking.On the date of publication, Josh Enomoto held a long position in F and T.A former senior business analyst for Sony Electronics, Josh Enomoto has helped broker major contracts with Fortune Global 500 companies. Over the past several years, he has delivered unique,
critical insights for the investment markets, as well as various other industries including legal, construction management, and healthcare.More From InvestorPlaceThe post 8 Stocks to Buy for Beginners in a Hot Market appeared first on InvestorPlace.China's Huawei Technologies said it will launch its new Harmony operating system for
smartphones on June 2, its biggest move yet aimed at recovering from the damage done by U.S. sanctions to its mobile phone business. U.S. sanctions banned Google from providing technical support to new Huawei phone models and access to Google Mobile Services, the bundle of developer services upon which most Android apps
are based. The new HarmonyOS will only go some way to mitigating the impact of the 2019 sanctions that also barred Huawei from accessing critical U.S.-origin technology, impeding its ability to design its own chips and source components from outside vendors.(Bloomberg) -- At least three Chinese companies have put their plans to list
in the U.S. on hold, heralding a slowdown in what’s been a record start to a year for initial public offerings by mainland and Hong Kong firms.A bike-sharing platform, a podcaster and a cloud computing firm are among popular Chinese corporates holding off plans for a U.S. float, put off by recent market declines, souring investor sentiment
toward fast-growth companies and lackluster debuts by peers like Waterdrop Inc.Hello Inc., Ximalaya Inc. and Qiniu Ltd. are postponing plans to take orders from investors, even though the three had filed paperwork with the Securities and Exchange Commission well over two weeks ago. In the U.S., companies can kick off their
roadshows two weeks after filing publicly and most typically stick to that timetable.“The recent broad market selloff, combined with the correction of the IPO market since the beginning of last month when some new issuers tanked during their debuts, may make the market conditions less predictable for newcomers who are ‘physically’
ready -- meaning they have cleared all regulatory hurdles for IPO -- to get out of the door,” said Stephanie Tang, head of private equity for Greater China at law firm Hogan Lovells. “Some participants may choose to monitor the market for more stable conditions.”The delays throw a wrench in a listings flood by Chinese and Hong Kong
companies in the U.S. that already reached $7.1 billion year-to-date -- the fastest pace on record -- after booming in 2020. Demand for IPOs surged as a wave of global stimulus money, ultra-low interest rates and rallying stock markets lured investors despite Sino-American tensions and the continued risk of mainland stocks being kicked
off U.S. exchanges.READ: Stock Market’s Million Little Dramas Come Down to a Supply GlutThe S&P 500 Index capped its biggest two-week slide since February on Friday amid mounting investor concern over inflation and its impact on tech and other growth stocks. China’s CSI 300 Index remains in a technical correction, having fallen
10% from a February peak, while the Nasdaq Golden Dragon China Index, which tracks Chinese companies listed in the U.S., has slumped more than 30% from its high that month.Waiting OnHello, which offers a bike-sharing platform plus electric scooters for sale, has delayed its planned launch and is still undecided on its prospective
valuation given rising investor caution about new shares, Bloomberg News has reported. It had been planning to raise between $500 million and $1 billion in the offering, although the final number will depend on valuations, according to one person with knowledge of the matter.Online podcast and radio services startup Ximalaya and
enterprise cloud services provider Qiniu have put their listings on hold after beginning to gauge investor interest at the end of April, people with knowledge of the matter said, asking not to be identified as the information isn’t public.The sounding out of investors, or pre-marketing process, generally comes after filing for an IPO and before
formal order-taking in a roadshow. Hello declined to comment while Qiniu didn’t immediately respond to an emailed request for comment. Ximalaya’s IPO process is ongoing and the company will seek public listing at an appropriate time depending on market conditions, it said in response to questions.Weak DebutsThe poor performance
of recent Chinese debutants has also sapped investor confidence. Insurance tech firm Waterdrop has plunged 38% from its offer price since going public earlier this month. Onion Global Ltd., a lifestyle brand platform, has fallen more than 8% below its IPO price.In fact, almost 59% or specifically 20 of the 34 Chinese firms that have listed
in the U.S. this year are under water, data compiled by Bloomberg show, among them the two largest IPOs -- e-cigarette maker RLX Technology Inc. and online Q&A site Zhihu Inc. Of the ones that listed in 2020, just 40% are trading below their IPO prices.The recent volatility in global markets has spooked U.S. companies as well. They
have also been delaying floats or facing weak debuts.For some, the current challenges faced by Chinese listing hopefuls are likely to be transitory, with the hotly-anticipated IPO of ride-hailing giant Didi Chuxing Inc., which has filed confidentially for a multibillion-dollar offering, set to prove the real test of investor appetite for the China
story.Apart from Hello and the two other firms that are said to delay IPO plans after kicking off their pre-marketing process, Chinese road freight transport platform ForU Worldwide Inc., which filed for a U.S. offering on May 13, and online education company Zhangmen Education Inc., which filed on May 19, are waiting in the wings though
they have yet to pass the two-week hallmark.“There is a natural strong growth in China which international investors will still want to invest in over the longer term,” said Gary Dugan, chief executive officer at the Global CIO Office in Singapore.(Updates prices throughout, adds more details in the second-last paragraph.)More stories like
this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.(Bloomberg) -- PG&E Corp. has reached a deal to sell its iconic San Francisco headquarters to real estate joint-venture Hines Atlas for $800 million as the utility giant moves to cut costs after it emerged
from bankruptcy last year.PG&E, which plans to move to Oakland next year, needs approval from state regulators to sell the 1.7 million-square-foot (158,000-square-meter) complex, which includes 77 Beale Street and 245 Market Street, according to a statement Monday.The sale comes as office markets around the globe have been
battered by the coronavirus pandemic. One broker estimated in 2019 that PG&E’s headquarters could bring in more than $1 billion. The utility giant is one of the most high-profile companies to leave San Francisco for Oakland, a less expensive city located across San Francisco Bay.Nearly a dozen bids were submitted for the property,
according to a person familiar with the matter. That level of interest suggests real estate investors are willing to bet on a rebound for office demand in the city.“It’s a fantastic bet on San Francisco,” said J.D. Lumpkin, executive managing director at commercial real estate brokerage Cushman & Wakefield in San Francisco, who wasn’t
involved in the deal. “While San Francisco has taken its lumps through Covid, perhaps more than other cities, there’s a lot of evidence that we will rebound over the next two or three years.”PG&E didn’t immediately respond to a request for comment about the bids. The company’s shares rose as much as 2.1% Monday.Unlike some other
large property sales in San Francisco since the pandemic, the complex will require a substantial amount of renovation. It also doesn’t have a tenant in place, so the buyers will have to fill it in a few years once the redevelopment is finished.Also See: KKR Said to Buy $1.08 Billion San Francisco Dropbox OfficesSan Francisco’s overall
office vacancy rate in the first quarter shattered the previous record high hit during the dot-com bust at the turn of the century, according to CBRE Group Inc. That’s pushed rent down and weighed on the value of buildings.The sale price is about $200 million less than expected, Citigroup Inc. utility analyst Ryan Levine wrote in a research
note Monday. That raises the prospect that PG&E may need to raise equity this year, he said.Offset BillsPG&E intends to distribute about $400 million from its gain on the sale to customers over five years to offset bill increases as it invests in safety and operational improvements. In an added benefit, most PG&E workers will have shorter
commutes to their new office, the company said.CBRE’s San Francisco Capital Markets team brokered the deal.PG&E filed for bankruptcy in early 2019 after collapsing under liabilities from wildfires sparked by its equipment. Though the company exited Chapter 11 last year, it remains burdened by about $42 billion of debt, raising
concerns about its financial durability and ability to make the investments required to fire-proof its grid.Hines is one of the biggest private real estate investors and managers in the world, according to its website. Hines Atlas is a joint venture between Hines and another investor, a Hines spokesman said. He declined to name the other
investor.(Adds details of bid beginning in fourth paragraph.)More stories like this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Meanwhile, cryptocurrencies rebound after weekend sell-off.China's assault on Bitcoin is part of a broader struggle to foster
innovation while maintaining control, says our columnist.Singapore's competition authority has approved the London Stock Exchange Group's $27 billion acquisition of data and analytics company Refinitiv provided the bourse continues to offer certain foreign exchange benchmarks to rivals. The Competition and Consumer Commission of
Singapore (CCCS)gave the conditional approval after examining whether the deal, which transforms the 300 year old bourse into a one-stop shop for data, trading and analytics, threatened competition in the currency market. The LSE has committed to making Refinitiv's WM/Reuters foreign exchange benchmarks available to existing and
future customers to provide index licencing services or clearing services in Singapore, CCCS said in a statement, adding that the commitment, effective from Monday, was for 10 years.(Bloomberg) -- One pillar of this year’s blistering commodities rally -- Chinese demand -- may be teetering.Beijing aced its economic recovery from the
pandemic largely via an expansion in credit and a state-aided construction boom that sucked in raw materials from across the planet. Already the world’s biggest consumer, China spent $150 billion on crude oil, iron ore and copper ore alone in the first four months of 2021. Resurgent demand and rising prices mean that’s $36 billion more
than the same period last year.With global commodities rising to record highs, Chinese government officials are trying to temper prices and reduce some of the speculative froth that’s driven markets. Wary of inflating asset bubbles, the People’s Bank of China has also been restricting the flow of money to the economy since last year,
albeit gradually to avoid derailing growth. At the same time, funding for infrastructure projects has shown signs of slowing.Economic data for April suggest that both China’s economic expansion and its credit impulse -- new credit as a percentage of GDP -- may already have crested, putting the rally on a precarious footing. The most
obvious impact of China’s deleveraging would fall on those metals keyed to real estate and infrastructure spending, from copper and aluminum, to steel and its main ingredient, iron ore.“Credit is a major driver for commodity prices, and we reckon prices peak when credit peaks,” said Alison Li, co-head of base metals research at Mysteel
in Shanghai. “That refers to global credit, but Chinese credit accounts for a big part of it, especially when it comes to infrastructure and property investment.”But the impact of China’s credit pullback could ripple far and wide, threatening the rally in global oil prices and even China’s crop markets. And while tighter money supply hasn’t
stopped many metals hitting eye-popping levels in recent weeks, some, like copper, are already seeing consumers shying away from higher prices.“The slowdown in credit will have a negative impact on China’s demand for commodities,” said Hao Zhou, senior emerging markets economist at Commerzbank AG. “So far, property and
infrastructure investments haven’t shown an obvious deceleration. But they are likely to trend lower in the second half of this year.”A lag between the withdrawal of credit and stimulus from the economy and its impact on China’s raw material purchases may mean that markets haven’t yet peaked. However, its companies may eventually
soften imports due to tighter credit conditions, which means the direction of the global commodity market will hinge on how much the recovery in economies including the U.S. and Europe can continue to drive prices higher.Some sectors have seen policy push an expansion in capacity, such as Beijing’s move to grow the country’s crude
oil refining and copper smelting industries. Purchases of the materials needed for production in those sectors may continue to see gains although at a slower pace.One example of slowing purchases is likely to be in refined copper, said Mysteel’s Li. The premium paid for the metal at the port of Yangshan has already hit a four-year low in a
sign of waning demand, and imports are likely to fall this year, she said.At the same time, the rally in copper prices probably still has a few months to run, according to a recent note from Citigroup Inc., citing the lag between peak credit and peak demand. From around $9,850 a ton now, the bank expects copper to reach $12,200 by
September.It’s a dynamic that’s also playing out in ferrous metals markets.“We’re still at an early phase of tightening in terms of money reaching projects,” said Tomas Gutierrez, an analyst at Kallanish Commodities Ltd. “Iron ore demand reacts with a lag of several months to tightening. Steel demand is still around record highs on the
back of the economic recovery and ongoing investments, but is likely to pull back slightly by the end of the year.”For agriculture, credit tightening may only affect China’s soaring crop imports around the margins, said Ma Wenfeng, an analyst at Beijing Orient Agribusiness Consultant Co. Less cash in the system could soften domestic
prices by curbing speculation, which may in turn reduce the small proportion of imports handled by private firms, he said.The wider trend is for China’s state-owned giants to keep importing grains to cover the nation’s domestic shortfall, to replenish state reserves and to meet trade deal obligations with the U.S.No DisasterMore broadly,
Beijing’s policy tightening doesn’t spell disaster for commodities bulls. For one, the authorities are unlikely to accelerate deleveraging from this point, according the latest comments from the State Council, China’s cabinet.“Internal guidance from our macro department is that the country won’t tighten credit too much -- they just won’t loosen
further,” said Harry Jiang, head of trading and research at Yonggang Resouces, a commodity trader in Shanghai. “We don’t have many concerns over credit tightening.”And in any case, raw materials markets are no longer almost entirely in thrall to Chinese demand.“In the past, the inflection point of industrial metal prices often coincides
with that of China’s credit cycle,” said Larry Hu, chief China economist at Macquarie Group Ltd. “But that doesn’t mean it will be like that this time too, because the U.S. has unleashed much larger stimulus than China, and its demand is very strong.”Hu also pointed to caution among China’s leaders, who probably don’t want to risk choking
off their much-admired recovery by sharp swings in policy.“I expect China’s property investment will slow down, but not by too much,” he said. “Infrastructure investment hasn’t changed too much in the past few years, and won’t this year either.”Additionally, China has been pumping up consumer spending as a lever for growth, and isn’t as
reliant on infrastructure and property investment as it used to be, said Bruce Pang, head of macro and strategy research at China Renaissance Securities Hong Kong. The disruption to global commodities supply because of the pandemic is also a new factor that can support prices, he said.Other policy priorities, such as cutting steel
production to make inroads on China’s climate pledges, or boosting the supply of energy products, whether domestically or via purchases from overseas, are other complicating factors when it comes to assessing import demand and prices for specific commodities, according to analysts.(Updates copper price in 11th paragraph.)More
stories like this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.(Reuters) -Growing digital currency options could lead to a "fragmentation" of the payment system that poses financial risks for households and businesses, Federal Reserve Governor Lael
Brainard said on Monday in a speech that outlined the major policy questions the Fed will need to address as it explores the potential development of a digital version of the U.S. dollar. As the holder of the world's reserve currency, the United States must be highly involved as digital payments become more common and other countries
develop digital currencies that can be used to send money across borders, Brainard said. "The Federal Reserve is stepping up its research and public engagement on a digital version of the U.S. dollar," Brainard said in remarks made during a virtual conference organized by CoinDesk.SINGAPORE (Reuters) -A Singapore court has
approved a freeze on up to $3.5 billion of assets of the family behind collapsed Hin Leong Trading Pte Ltd, boosting the prospect of debt recovery from the former oil trading empire that counts some of the world's biggest banks among its creditors. Hin Leong was wound up in March after failing in a year-long effort to restructure more than
$3 billion in debts after the COVID-19-led oil crash laid bare huge losses. Founder Lim Oon Kuin admitted in a court document last year to directing the company not to disclose hundreds of millions of dollars in losses over several years.(Bloomberg) -- The Singapore government may step in to introduce property curbs if home prices keep
rising, according to the city-state’s richest property family, marking the first time a developer has waded in on the issue.City Developments Ltd. Chairman Kwek Leng Beng “noted that the residential market has been performing well though he cautioned that if property prices continue to rise, there may be a time that further cooling
measures could be introduced to control the prices,” records from the company’s annual shareholder meeting show. The gathering was held on April 30, with the notes filed at the Singapore Exchange on Monday.Singapore’s property market has rebounded sharply in recent months, making the sector a bright spot as the economy
recovers from the pandemic. Prices of properties ranging from public apartments to private units and luxury bungalows have been rising, with some hitting records.That has prompted growing speculation that authorities may take steps to calm the market and prevent it from running ahead of the economy. But a recent Covid-19 outbreak
may test the market’s resilience as the city-state returns to lockdown-like conditions last imposed a year ago.At the shareholder meeting, Chief Executive Officer Sherman Kwek expressed optimism about the prospects of CDL’s residential projects and office properties in Singapore.The number of home units sold in the city-state has
recovered to a healthy level despite the pandemic, said Kwek, who is the chairman’s son. Transaction volume last year equaled that of 2019, with close to 10,000 units sold for the entire market. And there’s still pent-up demand, especially among buyers who are upgrading from public to private apartments, he said.“While there is
uncertainty surrounding whether the government would implement new cooling measures, the overall residential market remains very stable,” the notes said, citing the CEO’s comments.More stories like this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.
(Bloomberg) -- Even by the standards of a record-breaking global credit binge, China’s corporate bond tab stands out: $1.3 trillion of domestic debt payable in the next 12 months.That’s 30% more than what U.S. companies owe, 63% more than in all of Europe and enough money to buy Tesla Inc. twice over. What’s more, it’s all coming
due at a time when Chinese borrowers are defaulting on onshore debt at an unprecedented pace.The combination has investors bracing for another turbulent stretch for the world’s second-largest credit market. It’s also underscoring the challenge for Chinese authorities as they work toward two conflicting goals: reducing moral hazard by
allowing more defaults, and turning the domestic bond market into a more reliable source of long-term funding.While average corporate bond maturities have increased in the U.S., Europe and Japan in recent years, they’re getting shorter in China as defaults prompt investors to reduce risk. Domestic Chinese bonds issued in the first
quarter had an average tenor of 3.02 years, down from 3.22 years for all of last year and on course for the shortest annual average since Fitch Ratings began compiling the data in 2016.“As credit risk increases, everyone wants to limit their exposure by investing in shorter maturities only,” said Iris Pang, chief economist for Greater China
at ING Bank NV. “Issuers also want to sell shorter-dated bonds because as defaults rise, longer-dated bonds have even higher borrowing costs.”The move toward shorter maturities has coincided with a Chinese government campaign to instill more discipline in local credit markets, which have long been underpinned by implicit state
guarantees. Investors are increasingly rethinking the widely held assumption that authorities will backstop big borrowers amid a string of missed payments by state-owned companies and a selloff in bonds issued by China Huarong Asset Management Co.The country’s onshore defaults have swelled from negligible levels in 2016 to exceed
100 billion yuan ($15.5 billion) for four straight years. That milestone was reached again last month, putting defaults on track for another record annual high.The resulting preference for shorter-dated bonds has exacerbated one of China’s structural challenges: a dearth of long-term institutional money. Even before authorities began
allowing more defaults, short-term investments including banks’ wealth management products played an outsized role.Social security funds and insurance firms are the main providers of long-term funding in China, but their presence in the bond market is limited, said Wu Zhaoyin, chief strategist at AVIC Trust Co., a financial firm. “It’s
difficult to sell long-dated bonds in China because there is a lack of long-term capital,” Wu said.Chinese authorities have been taking steps to attract long-term investors, including foreign pension funds and university endowments. The government has in recent years scrapped some investment quotas and dismantled foreign ownership
limits for life insurers, brokerages and fund managers.But even if those efforts gain traction, it’s not clear Chinese companies will embrace longer maturities. Many prefer selling short-dated bonds because they lack long-term capital management plans, according to Shen Meng, director at Chanson & Co., a Beijing-based boutique
investment bank. That applies even for state-owned enterprises, whose senior managers typically get reshuffled by the government every three to five years, Shen said.The upshot is that China’s domestic credit market faces a near constant cycle of refinancing and repayment risk, which threatens to exacerbate volatility as defaults rise. A
similar dynamic is also playing out in the offshore market, where maturities total $167 billion over the next 12 months.For ING’s Pang, the cycle is unlikely to change anytime soon. “It may last for another decade in China,” she said.More stories like this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted
business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.(Bloomberg) -- Sign up for the New Economy Daily newsletter, follow us @economics and subscribe to our podcast.Asia’s surging coronavirus infections and slow pace of vaccinations is testing the limits of what central banks can do to further support what, until recently, had been the world’s
stand out economic recovery.With interest rates already low, the likely policy response will center on more government borrowing, relegating central banks to a supporting role. That backdrop will overshadow decisions this week where policy makers are expected to keep rates on hold -- Indonesia, South Korea and New Zealand.“In my
view, there is little room for further monetary policy stimulus, at least in terms of traditional policy levers like interest rate cuts,” said Tuuli McCully, head of Asia-Pacific economics at Scotiabank. “I expect additional fiscal stimulus to play a key role in helping economies.”In Jakarta, the finance ministry has offered more tax cuts to spur
economic activity and plans to stick with its $84 billion-net bond issuance target this year, even as borrowing costs climb. Bank Indonesia is expected to keep rates unchanged Tuesday.South Korea’s economy is being cushioned by soaring exports even as rolling social distancing restrictions damp consumer spending -- prompting the
government to pledge more fiscal spending to create jobs. The Bank of Korea is also expected to remain on hold when it meets Thursday.New Zealand’s economy continues to recover, amid a low case count, after contracting at the end of last year. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand is expected to hold steady Wednesday after the
government’s annual budget last week included the biggest increase in welfare payments in more than a generation as part of measures to support growth.India is the global epicenter of the latest virus surge, and even other economies that had kept infections under control -- such as Singapore and Taiwan -- are also battling flare ups.
Japan continues to struggle with spreading cases and even China is seeing an uptick in infections.The region is also lagging in the vaccination roll out, with Singapore having inoculated around 30% of its population, followed by China at around 15% and the others well behind.“The region’s relatively slow vaccine roll out is increasingly
proving to be a drag, including for the more developed economies whose hitherto successful strategy to more emphasize contact tracing, rapid testing and social distancing, is being challenged by the recent surge in cases,” according to Sameer Goel, Deutsche Bank AG head of emerging market research.The Reserve Bank of India will
be central to how India responds to the crisis, given the government has only limited fiscal space with a budget deficit of 6.8% of gross domestic product in the year to March 2022, down from an estimated 9.5% last year. Benchmark rates have remained unchanged for a year amid sticky inflation.Next month the RBI’s monetary policy
committee is likely to keep rates unchanged, but Governor Shaktikanta Das could expand a quantitative easing program for the second straight quarter to keep borrowing costs under check.Other Asian central banks are supporting their nations’ fiscal policies. Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said last week he will continue with
powerful monetary easing, indicating his yield curve control program will keep government bond yields low to help additional fiscal spending. China’s central bank is also continuing to ensure borrowing costs are kept low for those parts of the economy that need it, while keeping an overall disciplined approach to the volume of its
stimulus.“Monetary policy is not as effective compared to fiscal policy in responding to the current virus wave,” said Khoon Goh, head of Asia research at Australia & New Zealand Banking Group Ltd. “Extension of fiscal support is what is needed.”More stories like this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the
most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Consumer-related stocks helped tip London markets into the green, following two weeks of drops, helped by a weekend of Covid restrictions being eased. “It seems investors have had a good weekend and have realised how many other people have also been enjoying newly
reinstated opportunities,” said Danni Hewson, financial analyst at AJ Bell. “From cinemas to restaurants, shops to bingo halls, real life has translated into share gains for companies like Primark owner Premier Foods, The Restaurant Group and the Rank Group.” The domestically-focused FTSE 250 index added 84.31 points to close at
22,483. Gambling company Rank Group led the leaderboard, rising 14.2p to 196.2p, followed by Mr Kipling’s parent Premier Foods, which gained 6p to 107.6p. Joining them in the top 10 was Frankie & Benny’s owner The Restaurant Group, which added 6.4p to 128.4p, as well as pub chain Wetherspoon. Similar types of blue-chip
companies helped push the FTSE 100 to close in positive territory, though gains were tempered by miners which mostly fell after China’s commodity price warnings. Meanwhile, stocks globally struggled for momentum as investors awaited key US inflation readings for guidance on monetary policy. London’s benchmark FTSE 100 edged
up 33.54 points to close at 7,051.59 Catering company Compass Group led the charge, up by 43p at £15.82. Gambling firms Entain and Flutter Entertainment also finished in the top 10, gaining 35.5p to £16.14 and 270p to £13.20 respectively. They were followed by hotel owners Intercontinental Hotels Group and Whitbread, which rose
98p to £49.22 and 59p to £31.50, respectively. Heavyweight oil stocks also performed well as oil prices extended Friday’s rally and climbed higher after Iran said that gaps remain in negotiations aimed at reaching a deal to end US sanctions on its crude. Iran said there are still differences around the timing of when countries will return to
compliance with the original 2015 nuclear agreement, allaying some concern about a rapid ramp-up in the Persian Gulf nation’s output. While the market is anticipating the Islamic Republic’s supply will pick up again by late summer, the demand recovery will be strong enough to absorb it, according to Goldman Sachs. The bank expects
Brent futures to hit $80 (£57) a barrel in the next few months. Royal Dutch Shell added 10.4p to £13.50, while BP rose 4.2p to 316.4p. Dominating the bottom of the rankings and dragging on the index, however, were miners including Fresnillo, Antofagasta, BHP and Evraz. RBC also cut its price target on Chilean miner Antofagasta.
Elsewhere among companies, shares of FTSE 250 software firm Kainos fell 25p to £13.87 despite saying its annual pre-tax profit more than doubled in an eleventh consecutive year of growth, surging 124pc to £57.1m in the year through March. Revenue grew by 31pc to £234.7m while booking rose 6pc.(Bloomberg) -- South Korea’s
consumer confidence strengthened to a high of almost three years in May, fueling optimism that the economy is on track for a strong recovery from the pandemic slump.The consumer sentiment index rose for a fifth straight month to reach 105.2, the highest since June 2018, the Bank of Korea said in a statement Tuesday. A reading
above 100 indicates optimism outweighs pessimism.The improvement was driven by stronger-than-expected economic growth in the first quarter, a positive exports performance, progress in vaccinations and better jobs data, according to the central bank.Alongside a 53% surge in exports so far this month, the stronger sentiment reading
will likely figure among recent data the BOK board will review Thursday for its rate decision and growth projections. All economists surveyed see the BOK keeping its main rate on hold. Most of them also expect a significant upgrade to the current forecast for a 3% expansion this year.Korea has so far staged an export-led recovery, but
rising confidence bodes well for private consumption amid signs of an uptick.Among the components of the headline index, households’ assessment of the current economy contributed most to the increase, followed by their views on the economy and spending going forward.Households’ inflation expectations for the next 12 months edged
up to 2.2%, a two-year high. Their outlook for interest rates reached 118, the strongest since early 2019, indicating that more people expect rates to go up than down.The survey of 2,298 households was conducted May 10-14.More stories like this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business



news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.(Bloomberg) -- Chinese billionaire Wang Jianlin’s Dalian Wanda Group Co. was facing headwinds on its AMC Entertainment Holdings Inc. investment as the movie chain was hit hard by the pandemic.Then the retail investor army from Reddit’s WallStreetBets forum stepped in, helping send AMC shares
up as much as 839% in January.Wanda has taken advantage of the rally, cutting its stake to just 0.002% from 6.8% in an April 9 disclosure, according to a filing Friday. The company has gained about $675 million, including dividends, from its investment since 2012, according to a Bloomberg analysis.Wanda bought AMC in May 2012 and
took the company public the following year. It started to trim its position from 2018 as the conglomerate, which had accumulated large debts after acquiring overseas trophy assets, contracted its investments outside China.AMC shares lost more than 70% of their value last year as the company struggled with the coronavirus pandemic. It
considered options including a potential bankruptcy to ease its debt load, Bloomberg reported in October, citing people familiar with the matter.Then day traders who congregated on Reddit’s WallStreetBets forum gave AMC and Wang more room to breathe, inspiring a turnaround in the stock. While the company has fallen from its high in
January, the stock has still jumped to $13.47 from $2.12 at the end of last year.The stock gained 12% as of 1:48 p.m. in New York on Monday as posters on a Reddit forum cheered on the news. ”The second coming is upon us! Been holding since January,” one Redditor wrote, while another posted “my AMC is green! Welcome back! Now
to the moon please.” Despite the gain, Wang’s fortune has continued to decline and he’s now worth $9.2 billion, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index, down $5.9 billion this year.A spokesman for Wanda cited an earlier AMC statement saying the group’s film unit and AMC will enter into a long-term strategy and cooperation
agreement.(Updates with Reddit traders activity in eighth paragraph)More stories like this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Stock futures opened slightly higher Monday evening following a rally during the regular trading day, with technology
stocks outperforming as concerns over rising inflation were at least temporarily pushed to the side.SHANGHAI (Reuters) -Cryptocurrency miners, including HashCow and BTC.TOP, have halted all or part of their China operations after Beijing intensified a crackdown on bitcoin mining and trading, hammering digital currencies amid
heightened global regulatory scrutiny. It was the first time China's cabinet has targeted virtual currency mining, a sizable business in the world's second-biggest economy that some estimates say accounts for as much as 70% of the global crypto supply. Cryptocurrency exchange Huobi on Monday suspended both crypto-mining and some
trading services to new clients from mainland China, adding it will instead focus on overseas businesses.(Bloomberg) -- Sign up for the New Economy Daily newsletter, follow us @economics and subscribe to our podcast.Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has ousted another central bank official, the latest of his sudden decisions
this year to restructure leadership of the institution.The move comes two months after Erdogan fired Naci Agbal, the bank’s third governor in less than two years, a surprise that shocked investors and sent its markets into a nosedive.Read more: Erdogan Ousts Central-Bank Head, Installs Interest-Rate Ally In the latest reshuffle, Semih
Tumen, a labor economist and professor of economics at Ankara-based TED University, was named deputy governor early Tuesday, replacing Oguzhan Ozbas, according to a decree published in the Official Gazette. Erdogan, who holds unorthodox theories about monetary policy and its impact on inflation, also replaced deputy governor
Murat Cetinkaya in March.Four of seven members of Turkey’s rate-setting committee now have less than a year of experience at their jobs, including new Governor Sahap Kavcioglu.The decision to fire Agbal, who had sought to restore the central bank’s credibility, set off a swift reversal of investor enthusiasm. The new governor has
pledged policy continuity after his appointment and kept interest rates unchanged for a second month in May.Inflation, LiraStill, annual inflation is near a two-year high and the lira has lost about 14% against the dollar since Agbal was ousted. Public support for Erdogan’s ruling AK Party meanwhile hit a record low last month, according to
prominent pollsters, amid disenchantment with the government’s handling of the economy.Tumen has previously worked in different roles at the central bank for 16 years until 2018, leaving the monetary authority after serving as a director general in charge of the structural economic research department. Since then, he’s been an adviser
at the Turkish presidency’s human resources office.Ozbas, the most recently ousted deputy governor, was appointed in July 2019, when Berat Albayrak, Erdogan’s son-in-law, was overseeing the economy as treasury and finance minister.Last November, he criticized the central bank policies under former Governor Murat Uysal after
working as his deputy, saying backdoor policy tightening toward the end of last year was “unnecessarily complicating the monetary stance.”(Updates with more details from Tumen’s career in sixth paragraph.)More stories like this are available on bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news
source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.(Bloomberg) -- GFG Alliance is putting seven of its U.K. plants up for sale as it seeks to reach an agreement with Credit Suisse Group AG to stave off insolvencies of some of its units.Owner Sanjeev Gupta made “significant progress” in weekend talks with the Swiss lender’s asset-management arm to resolve
GFG’s exposure with Credit Suisse, the metals group said in an emailed statement Monday.GFG has been seeking to raise new financing to replace some of the $5 billion of loans provided by Greensill Capital since the London-based financial firm collapsed in March. Meanwhile, Credit Suisse, which is trying to recover claims on loans it
had made via Greensill, has sought to wind up some of GFG’s British and Australian businesses in court.As part of a restructuring plan for its U.K. operations, GFG will look to sell its Liberty Steel aerospace and special alloys business in Stocksbridge, which supplies customers including Rolls-Royce Holdings Plc, as well as the Aluminium
Technologies and Pressing Solutions units. Alvarez & Marsal will run the sale processes, according to the statement.Liberty also said it’s in “advanced discussions” with Credit Suisse to reach a debt standstill for its Australian primary metals unit ahead of a refinancing that would repay the Swiss bank in full.A Credit Suisse spokesman
declined to comment.Read more: Credit Suisse Seeks Insolvency for Gupta Trading Unit GFG had been in negotiations to obtain new funding from investment fund White Oak Global Advisors, which said last week it was continuing efforts to refinance the Australian primary metals business “subject to financial due diligence and
acceptable governance.”Read more: Gupta Loan Effort Ongoing Despite SFO Probe, White Oak SaysU.K PlantsGupta’s British plants that are being put up for sale employ about 1,500 people. The fate of the plants has been closely watched by politicians, suppliers and unions since funding to GFG dried up earlier this year.“Stocksbridge
and its downstream plants are strategically important businesses vital to our country’s defense, energy and aerospace sectors,” union representatives for the National Trade Union Steel Coordinating Committee said in a statement. “The trade unions will hold Sanjeev Gupta to his promise that none of our steel plants will close on his
watch.”Gupta bought his first steel mill in the U.K. eight years ago, and is now the country’s third-biggest producer with a dozen sites. Many of his Liberty Steel plants provide products tailored to local manufacturers, potentially leaving customers exposed if they shut down, especially given Brexit trade upheaval.A spokesperson for
aerospace trade body ADS said the industry was monitoring the situation and that “a successful sale that secures continuity of supply would be a positive outcome.”Pressure on Gupta was dialed up further this month after the U.K.’s Serious Fraud Office said it was investigating GFG for possible fraud and money laundering, including its
Greensill financing.The Bank of England revealed on Monday that it had notified the National Crime Agency and the SFO more than a year ago about its concerns over Wyelands Bank, Gupta’s banking arm in the U.K.Andrew Bailey, governor of the Bank of England, told a parliamentary committee that the banking regulator had first
identified problems in late 2018 or early 2019 relating to “a lack of transparency particularly around connected lending in the context of the ultimate beneficial owner, who was Mr. Gupta.”He said that “further concerns” came to light in October-November 2019, triggering a new phase of investigations and leading to the regulator setting out
its concerns to the SFO in February 2020.A spokesman for GFG didn’t immediately respond to a request for comment.Wyelands Bank said this month it would be wound up if it can’t find a buyer.(Updates with details on U.K. plants, union and trade body comments; BOE comments at the bottom.)More stories like this are available on
bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.St. Louis Fed President James Bullard told Yahoo Finance that among the thousands of private cryptocurrencies out there, 'most of them are worthless.'
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